
“Mommy Help”  
 
Although mother’s milk is a natural food, nursing does not come naturally.  You and your baby will need to 
learn how to nurse.  It may take a few days to a few weeks.  Give yourself some time and patience.  Once you 
learn how, you will find that nursing is easy and convenient.  Most important, it is a precious time that only you 
can share with your baby.   
 
A key to success is getting the baby latched onto the breast well.  If the latch is good, the baby gets the milk out. 
 If the latch is poor, the baby gets less milk and you get sore nipples!  While in the hospital, ask a lactation 
consultant/nurse for help.  Below are two of the ways you can position the baby at home.  They work well when 
first learning how to latch: 

 
Positioning the Baby to Latch 
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Baby by side 
Tuck your baby’s body under your left arm while 
cradling her neck in the crook of your hand between 
thumb and fingers.  Her feet should be pressed against 
the back of the bed or chair, pointing upward.  You 
should be able to see her face.  Pull her in close to the 
left breast.  (Or, right arm to right breast.)  

Baby in front 
Cradle the baby’s neck in the left hand between your 
thumb and fingers.  Support her back and bottom with 
your arm.  Pull her in real close to your right breast.  
(Or right hand to left breast.)  Make sure that she is 
facing you with her chest pressed close against yours. 

 
Latching the Baby on 

Once the baby is positioned, the following tips will help with latch on: 

♥ Get the baby to open his mouth wide.   Here’s how:  Use your free hand to cup your breast between your 
thumb and fingers, keeping your fingers at least an inch away from the nipple.  Then stroke the baby’s lips 
with your nipple.   Keep stoking until he opens his mouth real wide and brings his tongue down - like a big 
yawn.  It may take a number of tries before he opens wide enough to get a good latch so be patient.  Don’t 
rush it!  Wait for the big yawn.   Once the 

♥ Quickly bring your baby to the breast.  Move the baby with one sweeping action of your 

baby opens his mouth wide… 

 arm.  Do not 
push on the back of the baby’s head with your hand or wrist as he is trying to latch on.  (Think about what 
you would do if someone tried to push your head toward the table!)  Let the baby take the breast on his own 

♥ so he can take in a 

sit up straight with good support for your back.  Use pillows underneath 

hest to chest to get the breast!”  Be sure the baby is turned toward

as you gently support his neck in your hand.  (It’s baby to breast, not breast to baby!)  

Aim your nipple toward the roof of his mouth.   This will help keep his tongue down 
good amount of breast. (The more breast he takes into his mouth, the better the latch.)   

 
Avoid fatigue!   To avoid getting tired, 
your arms while you support the baby. 
 
Once the baby gets used to latching on, there are other positions you can try.  No matter what the position, 
remember this simple tip:  “C  you with his  
hest pressed close to yours. 
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How to tell if the latch is good 
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 Overactive Let-down:  Some moms have a such a strong let-down that the milk flows too fast for the baby 
ty 

ption for feeding the 
baby rather than giving formula.  Express milk from your breasts, by hand or by pump, and offer it to your baby 
in a bottle or cup until you can get help with the latch.  Expressing your milk until you can get help will 
maintain your milk supply.  Only use formula is you are not able to express your milk.  

♥ The lips should be turned outward and look like a ‘fish mouth’ around the breast. 
(“Flip the lips for a sip!”) 

♥ The baby has a good mouthful of breast.  His chin is pressed in real close.  (It’s breast 
feeding not nipple feeding!”)  

At first, your baby will nurse in short rapid bursts.  A
down.  This is a good sign that the milk is flowing.   

When he first starts feeding, you sho♥
sharp pain and should not last long. 

 
If the latch doesn’t look right or if you feel a sharp pain, remove the baby from the breast by putting your  
finger in the corner of his mouth to break the suction.  Then try to get the baby latched on again.  Remember, 
earning a new skill takes practice!   l

 
What if my baby does not latch on well? 

 
Here are some things to watch for and tips that may help: 

Breast fullness 2-3 days after delivery:  Your baby may have a hard time latching on at this time.  It would 
be like you trying to grab a balloon with your mouth!  If this happens, relieve the discomfort and fullness by 
using warm compresses and then expressing
also take Ibuprofen or Motrin for comfort.) 

Crying baby:  Babies don’t latch well when upset!  Feed your baby when he first shows signs of hunger - 
sucking on fingers, smacking lips, opening mouth, etc.     

Sleepy baby:  Some babies are sleepy for several days to a week after delivery.  They may only nurse for a 
few minutes and then fall off the breast.  Wake baby to nurse if she sleeps longer than 3 hours during the 
day or 5 hours at night.  After the first week, she will begin to wake more readily on her own.  

Small mouth/large breast:  Sometimes, mom’s breast and baby’s mouth don’t match!  Here’s how you 
make it a better “fit.”  Before latching on, compress your breast slightly between your thumb and fingers to 
flatten it just like you might flatten a sandwich to get it into your mouth   If you are holding the baby by 
your side, under your arm, place your thumb on top and fingers on t
nipple.  If you are holding the baby in front of you, place your thumb and fingers on each side.   Practice 
shaping your breast in a way that is comfortable for you and baby. 

Bottles:  If a newborn is given both bottle and breast she can get confused.  It would be like you trying to 
learn to eat with a spoon at one meal and chopsticks at the next!   Babies should not be given any bottles for 
at least 4 weeks after delivery.  But, if your baby did get a bottle, with help and patience, you can still coax 
her back to the breast.   

♥
to swallow.  He may latch-on well but stops once the milk starts flowing.  Try nursing on your back (gravi
slows milk flow) or expressing some milk before putting the baby to the breast. 

 
If you still have problems with latch, call for help!  In the meantime, you have another o
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